
 

 

The Art Museum of Greater Lafayette Collection Management Policy March 14, 2007 

 

Whereas, the Board of Directors of the Art Museum of Greater Lafayette hereby declares that the 

following policies and procedures represent the Collection Management Policy of the Art 

Museum.  These policies and stipulations apply to the members of the Board of Directors of the 

Art Museum, the Lafayette Art Association Foundation, the Executive Director, the employees 

of the Museum, volunteers and friends of the Museum. 

  

Whereas, the mission of the Art Museum is to inform, inspire, and nurture public enthusiasm for 

sustaining the presence of visual arts in community culture in enhancing quality of life by means 

of its collections, exhibitions, education and sustainability. 

 

Whereas, the base line characteristics of the collections are: 

1. Breadth and depth that emphasizes American art and art that is characteristic of Indiana. 

2. Reflection of the cultural mix in the community to stimulate diverse interests of the 

people 

3. Reflection of the role of art as a process and a product of culture 

4. Attention to conservation of art for future generations to enjoy 

5. Accessibility for exhibition, education and scholarship 

6. Periodic auxiliary augmentation by private collections in the community 

(Taken from Core Commitment – Base line plan 2006-2009) 

 

 

Whereas, the Board of Directors of the Art Museum is responsible for the Collection, the work is 

directed by the Executive Director and assisted by the Collections sub-committee of the Board 

and the Curator.  All of the above adhere to the Code of Ethics which is contained in a separate 

section. 

 

Further, the Board of Directors stipulates that appropriate insurance coverage based on an 

appraisal in 2005 is in place and that adequate security is provided for the collection.  They 

further assert that no NAGPRA or cultural property is present in the Museum. 

 

Therefore, the Board of Directors of the Art Museum hereby approves the following Collections 

Policy hereby attached on March 14, 2007, with the appropriate minutes. 

 

Any revisions of this policy shall be submitted in writing at least one week prior to the meeting 

and shall be approved at a regularly scheduled meeting one month after the initial submission. 

 

 

Sonya Margerum, President of the Board of Directors of the Art Museum. 
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COLLECTIONS POLICY 

 

The Art Museum of Greater Lafayette, as stated in its charter and by-laws, exists to stimulate and 

to encourage interest in art. The museum’s mission is to celebrate the power of art to inspire, 

challenge and instruct our community through collections, exhibitions and programs. 

 

All staff, board members and volunteers involved with collections care and management are 

bound by the museum’s Code of Ethics and the policies of the American Association of 

Museums, who we are accredited by. 

 

COLLECTION PHILOSOPHY 

 

The development and preservation of the permanent collection is a primary responsibility of the 

art museum. Complementing and strengthening existing collection areas to reflect the changing 

composition of the communities defines the museum’s content in the community’s mind. The 

primary collection objective should focus on the acquisition and exhibition of the best examples 

of works by American artists with a special focus on art by Indiana artists. 

 

The objects in the collection are accessible to the public through exhibition, research, and loans 

to other institutions. 

  

Though the following objects fall outside the purview of stated areas of collecting, the museum 

will not accept, or hold in its collection objects and human remains protected by national laws 

and international agreements including but not limited to the National Stolen Property Act, the 

Endangered Species Act, the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990, 

the UNESCO Convention on Cultural Property, Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna, and Nazi Era Provenance.  
 

The Art Museum of Greater Lafayette can only acquire by purchase, trade, or donation works of 

fine, decorative and applied art according to the following criteria: 

 

1. Art works in a variety of media and styles by historic, modern and contemporary Indiana 

artists with national or statewide reputations. 

2. Important historic, modern and contemporary art of the Americas. 

3. Works by contemporary regional artists who are developing national or statewide 

reputations. 

 



 

 

DONATIONS 

 

The Art Museum of Greater Lafayette accepts fine, decorative and applied arts that the director 

and/or curator deem appropriate to the museum’s philosophy and are approved by the 

Collections Committee. The Committee’s decisions are based on a number of criteria:  the 

condition of the work, its artistic merit, where it fits within the artist’s entire body of work, 

whether the museum has a similar work by the artist of better quality, and whether the museum 

has the resources to properly care for the work. 

 

Donors must have clear and legal title to all materials given to the museum. A gift agreement 

must be completed for all donations and should be unrestricted. However, if any restrictions are 

placed upon a donation and the museum director and/or curator still consider the object essential 

to the collection, the restrictions must be expressly stated on the gift agreement. 

 

The appraised value of a donation is the responsibility of the donor. The acceptance of an item at 

its appraised value does not imply an endorsement of the appraisal by the museum. 

 

PURCHASES   

 

Works of art purchased by the museum must meet the institution’s collecting philosophy and 

policy, and must not exceed the funds budgeted for this purpose. Works may be purchased for 

the collection on the recommendation of the director, in consultation with the curator, and the 

approval of the Collections Committee.  Purchase of works in excess of $5000 requires the 

approval of the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors. Space limitations require 

judicious purchases. In the tradition of the institution’s founders the museum will add at least one 

significant piece each year. This will allow the museum to strategically build the collection 

instead of relying on donations. These purchases should never diminish the collection’s 

endowment principal. 

 

INCOMING LOANS 

 

Works of art that meet the museum’s collection philosophy may be acquired by loan to fill 

curatorial and educational needs of the museum, or when the works are of significant artistic 

value and will be used for study and/or reproduction purposes. 

 

A loan agreement must be completed for all loans and any stipulations must be expressly stated 

in the loan agreement. Incoming loan agreements will be limited to a period of one year or less. 

The loan period may only be renewed with authorization from the curator or the director. All art 

objects that are borrowed to enhance the collection will be insured. 

 

Permanent loans may be accepted if they are exceptional examples of categories collected by the 

museum and add significantly to the strength of the collection. There must be a clear 

understanding between the lending institution and museum of the permanence of the loan. The 

items will be displayed with proper credit.   

 

Prior written notice of at least thirty days must be given to the museum if the lender wishes to 

withdraw the object before the end of the loan period. 

 



 

 

OUTGOING LOANS TO NONPROFITS 

 

Works of art in the museum’s collection may be loaned to other nonprofit institutions, upon 

recommendation by the curator and approval of the director. Such works may be loaned to 

museums, cultural, historical, or educational institutions providing they meet the requirements 

for security, general care, use, insurance, transportation, packing, and crating as established by 

the Art Museum of Greater Lafayette. 

 

The security and preservation of the works of art will be the primary consideration.  A facilities 

report and transportation arrangements from the borrowing institutions must be submitted with 

the loan request. 

 

Portal to portal insurance on works borrowed from the museum’s permanent collection shall be 

the responsibility of the borrowing institution. 

 

Outgoing loans will be based on a term of one year or less.  The loan agreement may be renewed 

upon expiration with the approval of the Collections Committee. 

 

OUTGOING LOANS TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS 

 

The Art Museum of Greater Lafayette will under special circumstances lend works from the 

collection to corporate and institutional friends of the art museum. These works will be placed for 

the purpose of promoting the art museum and educating the public to the importance of the 

museum’s artistic holdings. 

 

For profit corporations and businesses must be members of the art museum at the institutional 

level. All borrowing institutions must have an individual willing to take fiduciary responsibility 

for the loan. Certain levels of membership or support may be eligible for more than one work of 

art. 

 

Borrowed artwork must be publicly displayed in a secure area. 

 

Borrowed artwork must have proper environmental conditions and the location must be approved 

by the museum’s curator, or appropriately trained staff member. Requirements: 

1. Heated and air-conditioned space 

2. Protection from direct or excessive sunlight or other sources of ultraviolet radiation. 

3. Placement out of potentially dangerous traffic areas 

4. Work must be prominently labeled “On loan from the Art Museum of Greater Lafayette” 

5. A didactic panel furnished by the museum, containing information about the artist and the 

work, should be displayed next to the work 

6. No photos or reproductions of the work will be allowed 

 

Loans are for a maximum of one year (may be renewed upon request). 

 

Paperwork required for each work of art: 

1.  A written request from the borrower 

2.  Certificate of insurance coverage by the borrower for the appraised value of the borrowed 

work  

3.  Outgoing condition report completed by museum curator or Collections Committee 



 

 

member 

4. Loan agreement drawn up by the museum stipulating terms of loan and signed by both the 

museum and borrower 

5. Copies of the above must go to the president of the Board, into the permanent collection 

files, and into the Collections Committee minutes. 

6. Incoming condition report completed by museum curator or Collections committee 

member. Borrower will be responsible for any damage incurred during loan period that 

requires conservation. 

 

A fee of $50 per hour will be charged to cover the expense of site approval, preparation, 

transportation and installation of the artwork by museum personnel. The borrower will be 

responsible for any other expenses incurred by the museum. 

 

Certain works may not be loaned because to medium or value 

 1.  Pottery, glass, fiber, works on paper 

 2.  Objects that are “icons” of the institution, or that have great monetary or aesthetic value 

 3.  Works designated to an upcoming exhibit 

 

COLLECTIONS CARE AND MANAGEMENT 
 

Insurance cover is required to cover the collection’s holdings. Replacement value appraisals of 

major works are to be performed by a certified appraiser every five years.  

  

The museum curator and Collections Committee has the responsibility to ensure that the 

collections are properly documented and cared for in keeping with professionally accepted 

museum standards. Conservation needs identified during the inventory process will be prioritized 

according to the extent of damage, importance and value of piece, and the need to place it in an 

upcoming exhibit. 
 

The curator in conjunction with the Collections Committee is responsible for conducting an 

annual inventory of 20% of the collections to ensure accountability and identify possible 

conservation needs.  The inventory should be completed before the end of the museum’s fiscal 

year.  Accession numbers should be placed on each item in a standard location for easy 

identification. The file on each item should include a digital image of the piece, measurements, 

medium, edition number (for prints), and its location in the storeroom. 

 

The curator maintains a collections database and related digital images on site with duplicate 

electronic collections records stored off site. Hardcopy records are also maintained on site. 

 

Photography of exhibited materials is prohibited. Photos of the collection can be provided by the 

museum with restricted rights of reproduction. A fee per image will be charged. 

 

There should be ongoing monitoring of the collections storeroom with appropriate in-house 

cleaning methods employed. 

 

The ideal goal is to maintain storeroom climate control at 68 degrees temperature (plus or minus 

2 degrees) and 50 percent humidity (plus or minus 2%).  Museum staff should check 

hydrothermograph readings of the collections room regularly.   
 



 

 

The acceptance of a donation or loan does not in any way guarantee immediate or permanent 

exhibition. 
 

DEACCESSIONS 
 

Deaccession is the formal process of permanently removing a work of art from the museum 

collection. Decisions to deaccession will be made by the director, in consultation with the 

curator, and recommended by the Collections Committee in accordance with the philosophy and 

procedures stated herein. Board approval is required for deaccessions. 
 

Objects in the collections should be retained if they continue to be pertinent and useful to the 

programs and activities of the Art Museum of Greater Lafayette, and if they can be properly 

stored, preserved, and used. The museum holds the right to deaccession any item from its 

permanent collections deemed not relevant or appropriate to its collection.  These items may de 

deaccessioned through the following methods: 
  

 Sale or trade or donate to another nonprofit institution. 
 

 Sale thru public auction. 
 

 Sale to the general public through consignment to a dealer. 
 

 Sale to the original donor. 
 

 Destruction of the object. 
  

Objects may be deaccessioned from the museum’s collection for the following reasons: 

 The work’s lack of relevance and/or usefulness. 
 

 The inability of the museum to continue to properly conserve the work. 
 

 The deterioration of the work beyond use. 
 

 The duplication of the work with others in the collection. 

 The work does not comply with the museum’s statement of philosophy or mission.  

 An artist’s lesser works may be deaccessioned to provide funds to acquire more 

important works. 

 

Deaccessioned works of art will not be given, sold or traded privately to present or former 

museum employees, members of the museum Board of Directors, or their representatives. In no 

case will deaccessions be sold in the museum store. 

 

No object may be deaccessioned until it has been in the museum’s collections for a minimum of 

two years.  Nothing may be accepted into the collections if it is expected to be deaccessioned 

within two years. 

 

Clear and consistent records, including photographs, must be maintained on all deaccessioned 

objects. 

 

When considering items offered for sale, before deaccessioning any object, the museum must put 

forth its best efforts to determine it is free to do so. When restrictions as to deaccession of objects 

apply, the museum should: 

 

 Observe mandatory restrictions directly unless deviation from their terms is authorized 

by a court of competent jurisdiction. 

 Make reasonable efforts to comply with the wishes of the donor if restrictions apply. 



 

 

 If it is reasonable to do so, the museum should notify the donor of its intent to 

deaccession the object. 

 Contact an attorney if there is any question as to the intent or force of restrictions. 

 

The proceeds resulting from the sale of deaccessioned items from the museum collection shall be 

deposited into a museum’s restricted account, to be used solely for the acquisition of the 

museum’s collection.  

 

Abandoned property and unclaimed loans as defined by the loan agreement may be disposed of 

after attempts to contact owners and filing public notice. Proceeds from disposal will be 

deposited into Permanent Collection funds. 

 

SALE OF UNRESTRICTED NON-ACCESSIONED OBJECTS 

 

Proceeds from sale of gifted items not accessioned will be deposited into Permanent Collection 

funds to be used solely for the acquisition, conservation or preservation of the museum's 

collection.  

 

RESEARCH POLICY 

 

The museum’s permanent collection contains works of art and archival materials that can be 

valuable to original research on a variety of subjects. The museum acknowledges the need to 

make its collections available to research, as well as its responsibility to protect the materials 

from undue wear. 

 

All research visits involving works of art from the collection must be approved and prearranged 

with the curator or the director. All research visitors will be properly supervised by museum 

personnel, and all researchers will be instructed in the basic techniques for handling the 

scheduled materials.  Accepted museum practices in care and handling will be enforced at all 

times. Copies of original materials will be made available if copies will suffice for research 

purposes. 

 

Publication, printing, or commercial use of the museum’s collection many only be done with the 

written approval of the director and/or the curator. Appropriate credit must be given to the Art 

Museum of Greater Lafayette, stating the name of the donor. 


